3rd CROATIAN ORGANIC FORUM

Integrity of organic market as a factor of strengthening confidence in organic products

Zagreb, November 18th, 2016
Croatian Chamber of Commerce (Roosevelt Square 2)

Program

8:30 – 8:50 Registration
8:50 – 9:15 Opening of the Conference

I. PRINCIPLES AND FOUNDATIONS OF VISION OF ORGANIC MOVEMENT

9:15 – 09:45 Sustainable lifestyle as a precondition of organic paradigm
  • Zlatko Pejić | Bio-Zrno Ltd., Biovega Ltd.
09:45 – 10:30 Organic Principles for the Future: Organic 3.0
  • Markus Arbenz | IFOAM Organics International
10:30 – 11:00 Keeping Standards at Growing Organic Market
  • Konrad Hauptfleisch | IFOAM Organics International
11:00 – 11:30 Co-existence Impossible - Organic Agriculture and GMOs
  • Bernward Geier | IFOAM, COLABORA

II. CURRENT CONTEXT AND POTENTIAL AT ORGANIC MARKET

11:30 - 12:00 Principles and Challenges in Organic Business
  • Jadranka Boban Pejić | Biovega Ltd.

12:00 – 12:45 Lunch break

12:45 – 13:15 The Actual Costs of Agricultural Production
  • Dr. sc. Darko Znaor | AVALON Foundation
  • Jelena Petrov | RERASD, Zrinka Filipović Dermit | Dalmacija Eko
III. THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN PROTECTING ORGANIC QUALITY CRITERIA

13:45 – 13:55 The Role of Ministry of Agriculture in Protecting Organic Quality Criteria
- Darija Musulin | Ministry of Agriculture

- Ana Marušić Lisac | Biotechnicon Ltd.

14:25 - 12:35 Short break

14:35 – 14:45 The Role of Inspections in Protecting Organic Quality Criteria
- Dubravka Malić | Ministry of Agriculture

IV. PANEL DISCUSSION

14:45 - 15:45 The Principles of Organic Farming, the Current Risks and New Opportunities for Development
- Dubravka Malić, Zlatko Pejić, Marko Sever, Darko Znaor | & Jelena Petrov as moderator

15:45 – 16:00 Awards Ceremony

Information: +385 1 2498 632 | hreko@biovega.hr

Contact Person: Sanja Bosančić